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Dose During Abdominal CT Scan For Dose
Optimization Procedures In Ghana
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ABSTRACT: The study is to estimate renal and effective dose during abdominal MDCT scan, using image data for dose optimization for purposes of
radiation protection in Ghana. In addition dose influencing parameters including: CTDI VOL, DLP and MSAD were recorded and compared with
ICRP/ICRU, AAPM, EU and IAEA dose optimization recommendations. All the measurements were done during abdominal MDCT examination. The
measured parameters were part of image data on the MeVisLab (DICOM) application software platform. The total photon fluence (mAs per area) and the
photon energy fluence (kVp per area) on the abdominal and renal surface was also determined. Renal and effective dose were estimated using ICRP
publication 103 recommendations. The results of the measured parameters based on the average renal surface area of 29.52cm 2 and 30.67cm2 for the
right and left kidney respectively, shows that: The mean dose parameters were; 6.33mGy, 7.78mGy, 936.25mGy cm, 5.76mGy, 10.99mSv and
14.09mSv for CTDIV, CTDIW, DLP, MSAD, RD and E respectively. The average values were lower than the general recommended average critical
values, but this seems misleading, based on the fact that 37% of the individual dose and exposure parameters exceeded the recommended critical
values. A tradeoff between patient radiation dose and image quality in abdominal CT has been established. Where at a mean SNR of 6.6 decibels an
adequate images were produce to answer all the clinical questions, with an average effective dose of 14.09mSv and renal dose of 10.99mSv. Radiation
dose during x-ray CT imaging is an important patient safety concern. Reducing radiation dose result in a reduction of the risk to patient; however,
reducing dose also reduces the signal strength and thereby reduces the signal to noise ratio in the resulting CT image, hence, the image quality is
affected. It is recommended that the established reference values be use as clinical advisory mechanism to protect patience and clinicians. It is also
recommended that the studies should be carry out periodical to estimates the abdominal effective dose in all the centers.
Keywords: Abdominal CT scan, effective dose, renal dose, CTDI, DLP, SNR
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OBJECTIVES




Estimate reference effective and renal dose
parameters leading to patients’ dose optimization
procedures without loss of acceptable image
quality during abdominal CT scan in Ghana.
Reviewed and compare the established effective
and renal dose estimates with international
recommendations and reference values and make
appropriate recommendations.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Over the past 20 years the world has seen the emergence
of several medical imaging modalities like, Fluoroscopy,
CT, SPECT and PET [3, 4]. In addition, to enable the
assessment of morphological, physiological and functional
information together, advance hybrid systems have also
been developed, these include SPECT-CT, PET-CT and
PET-MRI [5, 6].
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This development has made medical image acquisition,
analysis and interpretation much easier and faster [1].
Unfortunately however, all of these imaging modalities are
major sources of ionizing radiation exposure with direct and
indirect prognostic consequences [5, 6, 7]. These are used
mainly for diagnostic and therapeutic clinical application.
Even though, medical imaging plays a crucial role in cancer
control and management. Without medical imaging
diagnostic tools such as CT, and wherever affordable in
combination with PET (PET-CT) or SPECT (SPECT-CT),
the implementation of cancer control programs will not meet
the standard of practice of clinical Oncology. This is
essential for successful treatment of patients’ which are
based on CT images for treatment planning. Indeed, CT is
an imaging modality that is part of many current projects in
radiotherapy and nuclear medicine, which make use of
various reference organ model for treatment planning [8].
Therefore, there is the need to design a local based organ
models and CT dose reference levels in order to address
clinical and radiation protection issues caused by the
increasing use of CT in Ghana. Even though the beneficiary
of these increase use of CT are mainly the patients, there is
the need to establish a tradeoff between these benefits and
the high potential biological effects due to exposure to
ionizing radiation with high prognostic challenges [9, 10 and
11]. Furthermore, it should be noted that, dose estimates
are used for risk assessment and not the exact
determination of radiation dose during image study. The
dose levels are mainly used by the institutions and the
radiation regulatory authority, whose main objective is to
plan, regulate and formulate laws to safeguard the peaceful
use of radiation
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Where in the case of the kidney P is 0.0086 and T is the
kidney

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 EXPOSURE AND DOSE PARAMETERS
It is important to note that photons are energetic enough to
overcome the binding energy of an orbiting electrons in an
atoms. This energetic photon can knock off electron from its
orbital shell, thereby creating ions [12]. In human body the
result of this knock off when exposure to photons, results in
the creation of hydroxyl radicals in the body. These are due
to the x-ray interactions with the human body cells which
consist of approximately 70% water molecules. The nearby
DNA will cause a base damage or strand breaks and the
hydroxyl may even ionize DNA directly [13, 14]. It should be
noted that, various systems within the cell may rapidly
repair most of these radiation-induced damage, this
however is based on a number of factors. However, it is
less easy to repaired double-strand breaks, which may lead
to induction of cancer [14]. These biological exposure to
photon energy give rise to the determination of various
fundamental dosimetric quantity in radiological imaging.
The fundamental dosimetric quantity in radiological
protection is the absorbed dose, D. At low dose levels, the
mean absorbed doses in organs or tissues in the human
body are taken to be indicators of the probability of
subsequent stochastic effects; at high dose levels,
absorbed doses to the more heavily irradiated sites within
the body are taken to be indicators of the severity of
deterministic effects [13]. In medical imaging where lowdose radiation exposure is use, the risk-related quantities
can be obtained from the practical dosimetric quantities
such as CTDIVOL, CTDIW and DLP, using the doseconversion coefficients in Table 2.1. In addition, effective
dose are general estimated for referencing and provide
advice to clinicians.
2.2 ORGAN AND TISSUE DOSE
Recommendation by ICRP provide appropriate dosimetric
indicator for the probability of stochastic radiation effects by
using the average absorbed dose in a tissue or organ [15,
16]. Absorbed dose is deﬁned as the mean of the stochastic
distribution of energy deposited in a volume element
(Voxel). The mean absorbed dose in a specified organ or
tissue is further simply referred to as organ dose [17]. In
this study the, renal dose was estimated using ICRP
publication 103 recommendation, define as:
2.1

2.2

Dkidney = 0.0086CTDIW.

2.3

Where 0.0086 is the normalized renal dose factor from
ICRP publication 103 and CTDIW , weighted computed
Tomography Index. The standard SI unit for organ dose us
the mSv. CTDIvol represents the average absorbed
radiation dose over the x, y, and z directions. It is
conceptually similar to the MSAD. The CTDIvol provides a
single CT dose parameter, based on a directly and easily
measured quantity, which represents the average dose
within the scan volume for a standardized (CTDI) [17].
The CTDIvol provides a single CT dose parameter, based
on a directly and easily measured quantity, which
represents the average dose within the scan volume for a
standardized (CTDI) [64]. The relationship between
CTDIVOL and CTDIW is given as:
2.4
Where P is the pitch factor.

2.3 FFECTIVE DOSE
Effective dose, E, is a dose descriptor that reflects this
difference in biological sensitivity. It is a single dose
parameter that reflects the risk of a non-uniform exposure in
terms of an equivalent whole-body exposure [13]. The
effective dose is defined as the sum of the weighted
equivalent doses in all the tissues and organs of the body.
A broad estimates of effective dose (E) may be derived
from values of DLP for an examination using appropriately
normalized coefficients (Table 2.1) designed by European
commission [20]. The effective dose is define as the
product of the region-specific normalizing constant (EDLP)
and the dose length product (DLP).
Define mathematically as:
ED = EDLP × DLP
This definition by ICRP was used in this study to estimate
the effective dose with known DLP and EDLP [22]. In the
case of the abdomen EDLP is 0.0153, hence the equation
become:
E = 0.0153 * DLP

For CT, when stochastic effects are of interest, the
specified dosimetric quantity is the organ dose, DT, and
the CT Dose Index. The CTDI, may be used as
normalization quantity [17]. Thus

That’s
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2.5

However, the estimate of the effective dose is useful when
comparing doses from different diagnostic procedures and
for comparing the use of similar technologies and
procedures in different hospitals and countries as well as
the use of different technologies for the same medical
examination. Therefore these values are purely for
purposes of comparism but not for estimating dose to
individual patients. The international S.I unit is the mSv.

DT = PCTDIW
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Table 2.1 Region specific normalized effective doses for CT
scan [23]

ISSN 2277-8616

3.1 MATERIALS
The material used include the following equipment and
tools: three dimensional (3D) MDCT Machine (Figure 3.4),
with diffent models and number of slices varied between 16
slice to 640 slice. The images (Figure 3.5 ) that met the
selection criteria were copied onto DVD and transfer onto
the the MVL aplication workstation (Figure 3.6). The MVL
user interface (Figure 3.7) enable it to be implemented in
any advance computer system (Figure 3.8).

European Commission and ICRP has proposed reference
dose values for some CT examination [70]. These values
depend on the body region examined (Table 2.3). The
following are comparisons of effective radiation dose (Table
2.4) in adults with background radiation exposure for
various CT region [16, 22].
Table 2.2: Typical effective dose in various European
countries

Figure 3.1: MDCT Machine
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Figure 3.2: Clinical MDCT images

3.2 METHODOLOGY
DETERMINATION OF RENAL AND EFFECTIVE DOSE
On the console there are selectable parameters such as
mAs, kVp, tube current and acquisition time before image
acquisition. The selection of these parameters depends on
several factors, this include; patients weight, size, gender,
body region and type of procedure. This enable a trade-off
between a balance of image quality produce and the dose
received for purposes of patient radiation protection.
Furthermore, the automatic control unit automatically adjust
these parameters based on the attenuation of the patients’
body tissues and record these values on the image data.
For purposes of radiation protection these data was
extracted from the image data using the MVL application
software. The displayed of these recorded parameters are
shown in Figure 3.3. MVL DICOM application software
standard supplement was issued in 2007 for the reporting
of dose parameters in CT [97]. This became mandatory for
all manufacturers of CT equipment. It requires a report
summary to be given for the whole patient examination and
the accumulated dose applied.

Figure 3.3: Acquisition parameters
The patient information, the patient study information and
the general equipment information is stored within the
general part of the structured report. This development
enable the obvious difficulties in measuring the distribution
of absorbed dose within the body during CT imaging to be
overcome. A more practical dosimetric quantities captured
as part of image data were used to readily estimate these
parameters from closely related measurements. The riskrelated quantities were obtained from the practical
dosimetric quantities such as CTDIVOL and DLP, using the
dose-conversion coefficients in Section 2.3, Table 2.1. On
the image data, using MVL platform detail information on
the CTDIvol and DLP were available for recording as shown
in figure 3.18. These parameters enable renal organ and
effective dose to be estimated using equation 2.11 and 2.12
with recommended ICRP region-specific normalized
effective dose coefficient Table 2.1. Hence, broad estimates
of effective dose (E) and renal organ dose (RD) were
derived from values of DLP for each examination using the
appropriately normalized coefficients. The relationship
between the risk-related factor and the DLP is defined by
Equations 2.6 and EDLP is the region-specific normalized
effective or renal dose coefficient. These represent general
values of EDLP appropriate to abdomen (effective dose) and
to kidney (Renal organ dose) as published by the ICRP
[98]. To estimate the effective dose, DLP and DLP
conversion factor (EDLP) as developed by ICRP in ICRP
Publication 103 as shown below were used.
.
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Figure 4.1 Comparative male radiation effective dose and
renal dose

FEMALE VARIATION OF
EFFECTIVE AND RENAL DOSE
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Where 0.0086 is the renal tissue conversion factor from
ICRP publication 103, CTDIW is the weighted Computed
Tomography dose Index and mAs is the effective
Milliameter per second with a value of 48.19 mAs. In
addition, with the above definitions organ and effective dose
were estimated and a comprehensive standard reference
organ dose (organ absorbed dose per unit Computed
Tomography Air Kerma Index) was established. The
mathematics model was developed to estimate organ
doses with tube current modulation techniques and age and
gender specific dose estimates. A graphical user interface
was designed to obtain user input of patient- and scanspecific parameters, and to calculate and display organ
doses.

AGE VARIATION

Dkidney = 0.0086CTDIW * mAs

MALE VARIATION OF
EFFECTIVE AND RENAL DOSE
AGE VARIATION

Where 0.0153 is the estimated abdominal conversion factor
from ICRP publication 103 as stated in literature. This is
because the effective dose is not measured but it is
theoretical calculated dose based on the organs exposed
by the applied radiation multiplied by tissue-weighting
factors. Because the tissue-weighting factors can change
with new data and continuing analysis of existing data, the
effective dose conversion factor estimates can change over
time. In addition using organ dose estimates and ICRP 103
recommendations. This was estimated by using a
converting factor known as weighted CTDI air kerma at the
axis of rotation CTDI. Once the CTDIW is known, it is
straightforward to multiply it by the mAs value and the
relevant conversion coefficients (0.0086 for kidney) to
obtain the renal organ doses from all the examination. For
partial-body irradiation, effective dose is the weighted
summation of the absorbed dose to each specified organ
and tissue multiplied by the ICRP-defined tissue-weighting
factor for that same organ or tissue [99]. Furthermore, the
conversion factor for renal tissues as recommended by
ICRP publication 103 was 0.0086 at 1 mAs. Hence, the
renal organ dose was calculated using ICRP publication
103 as:
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FREQUENCY

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The basic framework of this chapter describe the pictorial
view of the relationship between the various parameters in
tables and graphical representation. Presentation of the
summarized data and the analysis are shown below.

4.2 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION

E mSv

RD mSv

Figure 4.2 Comparative female radiation effective Dose
and renal dose
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Figure 4.6 Renal dose variation of Age and Gender
Figure 4.3 CTDIVOL variation of Age and Gender
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Figure 4.7 Effective and Renal Dose variations for age and
gender
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Figure 4.5 Renal dose variation of Age and Gender
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6.17mGy and 6.48mGy respectively. The detailed average
values of the CTDI VOL are shown in Table 4.15.
Furthermore, the me a n re c o rd e d value of CTDIVOL was
well within proposed ICRP r e c o m m e n d a t i o n when the
protocol was completed in one scan. On the other hand,
in t h e case of multiscan the total CTDIVol was higher
than t h e I CRP recommendations. The corresponding
estimated weighted CTDI (CTDIW ) mean and varied values
were shown in Table 4.15.
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Figure 4.8 Effective and Renal Dose variations for age and
gender

4.4 ANALYSIS
4.4.1 ABDOMINAL AND RENAL DOSE PARAMETERS
The estimated pre-set parameters during the abdominal
scan were kV and mAs to enable the prediction of
prognostic consequences of these parameters. In all the
examinations, the average protocol setting in terms of
exposure time and kilovolts peak were 500s and 120kVp
respectively. These parameters play an important role in
the determination of the level of exposure in term of particle
and energy fluence in the abdominal CT examinations to
the kidney and other abdominal tissues. The influence of
these parameters in abdominal scan depends on the scan
time, scan scope, the size of the renal surface area (RSA)
which has varied values as shown in Table 4.12. The
summarized data shows an average renal surface area of
29.5199 cm2 and 30.6662 cm2 on the right and left kidney
respectively, with mean milliamp second (mAs) of 48.19
mAs and tube current of 94.22A. The minimum recorded
milliamp second (mAs) in all the abdominal examination
was 25mAs and the maximum recorded value was
126mAs. Furthermore, the minimum and the maximum tube
current in all the examinations were 50A and 253A
respectively. The various variations are shown in Table
4.12. These parameters were used to estimate the effect on
abdominal and kidney tissues. In terms of the level of
exposure based on recommended exposure limits by ICRP
and other institution. A number of exposure parameters
determine the dose to patients when performing multidetector CT
examination (low-dose radiation exposure). Based on the LNT
model supported by BIER committee, there is a link between
low-dose radiation exposure and tissue damage leading to
stochastic effect. However, in MDCT examination CTDIVOL and
DLP are common measurable parameters in relation to patient’s
dose. Generally, these parameters are used to estimate renal
and effective dose in clinical environment. This enable a
comparism between these parameters and the recommended
dose limits by ICRP. The detailed measured CTDI, DLP, MSAD,
renal and effective dose in relation to age and gender variation
are summarized in Table 4.15. The analysis of the abdominal
image data at the va ri o u s CT centers in the study s h o w
t h a t the mean male and female CTDIVOL values were

Figure 4.9. DLP of the abdomen examination.
The mean multiple scan average dose (MSAD) was
5.67mGy and 5.84mGy for male and female gender
variations with the corresponding maximum and minimum
multiple scan average dose shown on Table 4.15. The
female mean DLP was 950.97mGy cm with minimum value
recorded as 213.60mGy-cm and maximum value recorded
as 2568.30mGy cm. The corresponding male mean DLP
was 921.53 mGy-cm with minimum value recorded as
234.40mGy-cm and maximum value recorded as
3496.4mGy cm. The mean DLP values for both genders
were higher than the recommended value of 780 mGy-cm
by ICRP publication 103 as presented by the black line in
figure 4.5. In addition approximately 37% of the total
varied DLP values were higher than the recommended
dose by ICRP. The display of detailed DLP
estimates are shown in figure 4.23. To assess the
health risks of low doses of ionizing radiation, the ICRP
uses the concept of effective dose. The effective dose was
calculated from the DLP of each completed examination
using the conversion factors given by the ICRP publication
103. The effective dose estimates were based on gender
and age variation as shown in Table 4.6 and reflected the
new ICRP recommendations.
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TABLE 4.2 SUMMARY OF ED, RD AND OTHER
RELATED DOSE PARAMETERS
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Figure 4.40: Recommended Renal Dose level

Several interesting observations were made on the basis of
the data provided in the Appendix 7. The calculated
effective dose from the DLP using conversion factor of
ICRP publication 103 which shows a variation from a
minimum of 3.2 mSv to a maximum of 38.53 mSv with a
mean value of 14.35 mSv for female. The corresponding
male mean effective dose was 13.83mSv and the
distribution was in the range of 3.52 mSv to 52.45mSv for
minimum and maximum values respectively. The renal
dose was also estimated using the ICRP publication 103 as
in the case of the effective dose. The measured male mean
renal dose was 10.36mSv with 27.24mSv and 5.55mSv as
maximum and minimum recorded values respectively. The
corresponding measured female mean renal dose was
11.58mSv with 28.29mSv and 5.21mSv as maximum and
minimum renal dose values respectively. The over average
values of renal and the effective dose values were 10.99
and 14.09 which exceeded the accepted values of the ICRP
and the EC recommendations of 12mSv and 14.0mSv
respectively. However, approximately 34% of the individual
data were higher than the recommended effective dose and
renal dose as shown by the black line in figure 24.
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Figure 4.10. Recommended Effective Dose level

It is important to note that ionizing radiation, such as x-rays,
is uniquely energetic enough to overcome the binding
energy of the electrons orbiting an atoms and molecules.
This energetic photon can knock off electrons in its orbital
shell, thereby creating ions. In abdominal and renal tissues
exposure to x-rays, results in a creation of hydroxyl radicals
from x-ray interactions with water molecules in the
abdomen tissues, these free radicals in turn interact with
nearby DNA to cause strand breaks or base damage or
may ionize DNA directly. This radiation induce damage may
rapidly repaired by various systems within the cell, but DNA
double-strand breaks are less easily repaired. However,
this disrepair can lead to induction of point mutations,
chromosomal translocations, and gene fusions, all of which
are linked to the induction of cancer. These biological
exposure to photon energy give rise to the determination of
various fundamental dosimetric quantity in radiological
imaging. The result of these three exposure parameters on
the abdomen are the deposition of dose to the renal and
abdominal tissue based on the extrapolation by the LNT
model may lead to cancer. Furthermore, optimization refers
to the process of keeping the exposure of patients to the
minimum necessary to achieve the required diagnostic
objective. Patient dosimetry and DRLs are recognized as
important tools for optimization of patient radiation
protection. Unfortunately, values of these DRLs are not
available for Comparison in Ghana. BSS set requirements
and recommendations for implementation of the principle of
optimization of radiation protection of patients in medical
facilities using ionizing radiation. Recommendations from
IAEA using BSS and other related international bodies such
as ICRP, EC and AAPM set out basic essential practice
principles that assist clinicians in clinical practice. Hence,
values of this study were compare with those from these
international organizations for purposes of optimization and
not exact dose values to various tissues. Generally, out of
the 613 images reviewed between 63-82% of all the
parameter were within the accepted range of the
recommendations while 18-37% fail to meet these
recommendations (Table 14 and 15 together with figure
4.5and 4.6 ). Optimization in CT is necessary because CT
examination are associated with far higher radiation doses
than conventional radiography. In particular, the radiation
doses of some CT fall in the range shown by direct
epidemiological evidence to be associated with increased
cancer risk [52]. It should also be noted that evidence from
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this study suggests that radiation doses from CT are highly
varied between institutions. The results of the measured
and estimated exposure and dose parameters showed a
wide range of values. Even though, the average values
were generally lower than the recommended average
critical values. This may be misleading, since some of the
individual renal dose and effective dose parameters
exceeded the critical values, as much as 400%. The
approximately 18% and 37% of the estimated values,
above the recommended values may lead to prognostic
consequences.
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